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Participates: 
Anita de Waard, Elsevier (AdW) 
Jeffrey S. Grethe, UCSD (JG) 
Martin Fenner, DataCite  (MF) 
Mingfang Wu, ANDS (MFW) 
Siri Jodha Khalsa, NSIDC (SJK) 
William Michener, UNM (WM) 
Natalia Atkins, AODN (NA) 
 
Action: 
 

● Leads for each aspect (see notes below) to identify 3-5 best practices. Please follow 
the links below to document initial investigation. 

 
● We will have a meeting every four weeks until April. The next one is on  17 Jan. 

2017.  MFW to send calendar invite. 
 
 
Notes 
WM: which of the following three areas this group can make a bigger contribution: 

● Data seekers (consumer) (Siri, MFW) 
● Data providers/contributors (WM, NA) 
● Data repositories/data federation/facilitator/integrator (MF, MFW) 

MF:  It is generally understood a good metadata is essential for data discovery,  where the 
gaps are and things can be improved? 
In life science, there are many data repositories, they all do things differently. A search may 
result a million of datasets, but there are many ways (45) describing things – the common 
denominator is small, you never discover anything. Is that something that could be 
addressed by best practice paper? 
SJK: The three aspects have been discussed (in earlier IG meetings?). Metadata authors 
are covered by data management plans to write good quality of metadata, so we may focus 
on contributors and repositories, where focus is on serving data. Seekers/consumers are 
separate, with a focus on system and metadata behind it. We shouldn’t focus on method of 
finding data. 
MF: Is there something about how to learn to search, best practice to raise researchers’ 
search level to match librarians? 
Siri: search strategies – how to formulate search terms and where to find things would be 
useful. 
MFW: All three are import and related. DataCite and ANDS run a data repository, to provide 
a better service, we need to understand what and how people search for. This (data 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/130e2k5RJDUOk14T8VwPD6qMLmRmdRoTzKbF_QW6-8Ks/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1V-1z8jFlEoaxeNgX6NsSslEYvkIqIzdYQyYqEGmSyms/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1V-1z8jFlEoaxeNgX6NsSslEYvkIqIzdYQyYqEGmSyms/edit?usp=sharing


consumers and seekers) is perhaps covered by the Use Case Task group. The Use Case 
Task group had a meeting yesterday, an action is to collect use cases (data discovery 
stories).  A further action could be to summarise a few categories of search tasks.  This 
group may provide best practice for each generalised search task. 
For data providers, they are aware of providing good metadata is important, but there are 
some other aspects they should be aware of, such as linking their metadata to other 
resources are important (for web search engines). For example, a data provider has a small 
repository in which there are hundreds of data collections, there were decisions to make 
about: to describe and exposure the repository only or all data collections within it, where 
they should register these collections to get better exposure and higher chance of picking up 
by search engines like Google. Best practice to guide these decisions would be useful. 
 
MA: From IMOS perspective, we are interested in people discovering our data and use 
them. We also run a data repository, so all three aspects are important to us. 
 
WM: propose to have initial investigation on each aspects between now and next call, so we 
have something concrete to discuss, aiming to identify 3 to 5 best practices (from each 
aspect) for promoting data discovery. 
  
  
 
 


